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Introduction
Welcome to Volume Two of Get Your Group On! Before delving into all the ins and outs of group 
counseling, let’s start off with a story that highlights the importance of groups as a beacon of hope to 
struggling children. At my school, word has gotten out among the student body that the counselors 
run groups. One of our most popular groups is From Grief to Relief, which is often given for students 
grieving non-death family losses. So this semester, the group filled up immediately with mostly self-
referred students. I had to tell various students that the group was full and they would have to go on a 
waitlist. Unfortunately, all our counselors were booked with various other groups, so the waitlist would 
have to…wait. I sent a note out to the waitlisted students saying that I would try to do a grief mini-group 
(4 sessions rather than the usual 8) in December, but that if we had too many holiday student crises, 
they might have to wait until the start of the semester in January when all counselors would be available 
to start new groups. One thing led to another and my schedule got super full with fall registration, lots 
of student crises related to holiday stress, submitting our school’s comprehensive school counseling 
program for state recognition, and attending/presenting at various counselor workshops. Sadly, I told 
myself to postpone the mini-group idea because there was just not a spare moment to fit it in. Then, as 
we neared our last session of the current grief group I was facilitating, members started asking me about 
their options for joining the mini-group. I had no idea they even knew about this option because I had 
never mentioned it to them! When I asked them how they knew about the mini-group, they said that 
several of their friends were waiting for it to start because kids had been talking about it. Well! I never 
imagined that non-group students would be talking in their own circles about what was next on our 
group counseling calendar! Especially when it wasn’t even on MY counseling calendar! That same week, 
I had three of the “waitlisted” group members stop me in guidance lessons and in our Counselor Corner 
that I have in the cafeteria during lunches. All three students gave me some variation on how they had 
suffered all through the fall, but were feeling much better now because “their” grief mini-group was 
starting soon in December. Hmmmm…guess I’ll be running that group I don’t have a spare moment for 
after all.

Purpose of this Book and Topics Covered
Get Your Group On: Multi Topic Small Group Counseling Guides Volume Two provides counselors with a 
blueprint for planning and facilitating three topic-based psychoeducational groups. Readers will learn 
various strategies and activities that they can use in their own group sessions, as well as techniques for 
continuing to support group members after the group ends. This book will also address how to compile 
group data to advocate for future groups with campus stakeholders. The following counseling topic 
guides are included in this volume:
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From Grief to Relief 
Session One: The Grief Process

Topic Overview
The group member will:

 » Start the relationship building process with the counselor and fellow group members

 » Identify the purpose of the group

 » Discuss group rules/norms

 » Start practicing mindfulness as a relaxation strategy 

 » Identify and reflect on the emotions of the grief process

Materials
 » Reproducibles: Personal Interest Inventory, Emotions and the Grief Process, The Mindful Minute

 » Pencils and bell (or tone on phone)

 » Your selected items from the Appendix

Procedures
Reminder – These session procedures will take about 1 hour to complete, so feel free to shorten or 
lengthen the session according to your time constraints. For ideas on how to lengthen or shorten 
sessions, see the Recommendations for Starting a Counseling Group located at the beginning of this 
book. Of course, the more experienced you are with facilitating groups and with using this group 
curriculum, the more efficiently and quickly you will be able to guide group members through the 
procedures below.

1. Take attendance on the Group Notes sheet (included in Appendix). Have students start filling out 
their Personal Interest Inventory to keep them occupied as other members arrive.

2. Ask group members what they think they will learn about in this group and guide them to the idea 
that the purpose of the group is to understand the grief process and to learn some strategies to feel 
better. If necessary, briefly define grief here for context, using the definition in the Emotions and the 
Grief Process reproducible.

3. Show the rules poster (included in Appendix), and have each group member read a rule aloud and 
share what he/she thinks the rule means. Remember to always remind group members that they can 
say “pass” if they do not want to read aloud.

4. Have group members finish their Personal Interest Inventories and then introduce themselves by 
telling their name, age, and one item from the Personal Interest Inventory that they want to share 
with the group. You should go first to model this for group members. Once everyone has shared, 
collect the inventories so you can review them and get to know your group members better. 
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5. Hand out the pretest (included in Appendix), and read aloud as group members fill in Yes/No for 
each statement. Collect and save these pretests until the last group session.

6. Give out the Emotions and the Grief Process handout and read it in a round-robin fashion with the 
group. Ask students which parts they need further explanation about and then have them circle the 
emotion they are experiencing right now. Have them share their reasons for circling their particular 
emotion if they are comfortable doing so.

7. Introduce group members to The Mindful Minute activity 
and explain how it can alleviate stress caused by grief. 
Then, lead them through the activity. 

8. Optional Homework Activity: Tell group members the 
following, “Share your Emotions and the Grief Process 
handout with a family member. If you feel comfortable 
doing so, tell your family member which grief process 
emotion you are experiencing now and find out which 
one they are experiencing. We will talk about this during 
the next session.”

9. Complete the Group Evaluation (included in Appendix). 
To do this, read each evaluation statement aloud, and 
group members hold up fingers to indicate whether they 
agree/disagree/feel “sort of” about each statement. Tally 
the group members’ responses in each Agree/Sort of/
Disagree column on the Group Notes sheet (included in 
Appendix) for use in planning the next session.

Discussion Questions
 » What was the best experience that you had in our first group session today? Why was this the best 

experience for you?

 » What was the most surprising thing you learned today about grief? Explain.

 » What group rule is most important in your opinion? Why?

Supplemental Forms 
and Handouts for 
Session One 
(In Appendix in the digital files)
 » Parent Permission Letter
 » Group Notes 
 » Group Evaluation
 » Pre/Posttests
 » Group Rules & Consequences
 » Group Pass Examples
 » Data Analysis
 » Additional Activities
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Personal Interest Inventory
Directions: Write, draw, or verbalize your responses to each of the statements below.

My favorite subject in 
school is:

My Name: When I’m with my family, 
I like to:

An activity I have done 
and would like to do again 

is:

An activity I have not tried 
and would like to try is:

The job/career I want to 
have when I finish with 

school is:

Personal Interest Inventory
Directions: Write, draw, or verbalize your responses to each of the statements below.

My favorite subject in 
school is:

My Name: When I’m with my family, 
I like to:

An activity I have done 
and would like to do again 

is:

An activity I have not tried 
and would like to try is:

The job/career I want to 
have when I finish with 

school is:
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The person I am missing:
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The Goal Getters
Academic Achievement Group Counseling Guide
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Goal Getters 
Session One: Making SMART Goals

Topic Overview
The group member will:

 » Identify the purpose of the group

 » Discuss group rules/norms

 » Analyze their current grades

 » Identify the components of a SMART goal

 » Use their current grades to make a SMART goal for grade improvement

Materials
 » Reproducibles: Grade Printout Ideas & Examples, Weekly Grade Sheet, SMART Goals, SMART Goal 

Creation Steps, SMART Goal Poster, Goal Prompt Template 

 » Blank note cards, pencils, and grade printouts for each group member 

 » Your selected items from the Appendix

Procedures
Reminder – These session procedures will take about 60-90 minutes to complete, so feel free to 
shorten or lengthen the session according to your time constraints. For ideas on how to lengthen or 
shorten sessions, see the Recommendations Specific to Running an Academic Achievement Group 
located at the beginning of this Goal Getter Guide. Of course, the more experienced you are with 
facilitating groups and with using this group curriculum, the more efficiently and quickly you will be 
able to guide group members through the procedures below.

1. Take attendance on the Group Notes sheet (included in Appendix). Start each session by giving 
the group members their grade printout, which is a printout of their current term class averages 
with each assignment grade that contributes to the class averages; an example is provided with this 
session. Group members can review their grade averages while they are waiting for the group session 
to begin.

2. Ask group members what they think they will learn about in this group and guide them to the idea 
that the purpose of the group is to learn ways to achieve their goal of improving grades (all group 
members should have expressed a desire to improve their grades before joining the group; this is a 
criteria for group inclusion, as discussed in the recommendations section). Show the rules poster 
(included in Appendix), and have each group member read a rule aloud and share what he/she 
thinks the rule means. Remember to always remind group members that they can say “pass” if they 
do not want to read aloud or share.

3. Hand out the pretest (included in Appendix), and read it aloud as group members fill in Yes/No for 
each statement. Collect and save these pretests until the last group session. If you feel you will have 
extra time during this session, feel free to add the Getting Great Grades introductory activity from 
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the Additional Activities section (included in Appendix). 
However, this initial session usually runs long, so it is fine 
if you cannot squeeze in the introductory activity.

4. Explain to group members how to read and understand 
their grade printout. Discuss the school or district 
promotion requirements that group members must meet 
in order to pass and be promoted to the next grade so that 
they may consider these requirements when making their 
goal in the next step. Explain to group members that they 
will get a special stamp in future sessions if their grade 
printout shows they have achieved their goal and that 
you will circle their grade average for each class and write 
them notes in red pen. See the Grade Printout Examples 
and the Weekly Grade Sheet, if you need ideas or/and 
templates for this procedure. 

5. Mini-lesson: Tell group members that they will now use 
their grade printouts to create a SMART goal about improving grades. Briefly explain what a SMART 
goal is by pointing out what each of the capital letters stands for on the SMART Goal Poster. Show 
group members how to create a SMART goal to improve their grades by modeling each of the SMART 
Goal Creation Steps using an example grade printout and the “think-aloud” strategy; a think-aloud 
is when you verbalize out loud what you are thinking during each step of the strategy so members 
can observe your thought process as you do the strategy in your mind. After you model each step, 
hand out a note card to each group member and have them follow the SMART Goal Creation Steps to 
create, check, and share their own SMART goal to improve their grades. Collect the goal note cards. 
Photocopy the note cards after group and give group members a copy as a reminder to work toward 
their SMART goal during the week. Keep the originals for the next group session.

6. Homework Activity: Instruct group members to do the following, “Tell your family or someone in 
your family about your grades goal. Notice their reaction to your goal because we will talk about this 
during the next session.”

7. Complete the Group Evaluation (included in Appendix). To do this, read each evaluation statement 
aloud, and group members hold up fingers to indicate whether they agree/disagree/feel “sort of” 
about each statement. Tally the group members’ responses in each Agree/Sort of/Disagree column 
on the Group Notes sheet (included in Appendix) for use in planning the next session. Praise group 
members for their efforts.

Discussion Questions
 » What are you most interested in learning or doing in this group? Explain.

 » What are you least interested in learning or doing in this group? Explain.

 » Why did you choose the SMART goal you wrote on your note card?

 

Supplemental Forms 
and Handouts for 
Session One 
(In Appendix in the digital files)
 » Parent Permission Letter
 » Group Notes 
 » Group Evaluation
 » Pre/Posttests
 » Group Rules & Consequences
 » Group Pass Examples
 » Data Analysis
 » Additional Activities
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Grade Printout Ideas & Examples
The grade printout is a component that is crucial to the success of group members in improving their 
grades. It allows them to celebrate goal successes as well as identify subject areas in which they need 
to improve and the reasons why they are struggling in those subjects. If you have access to a software 
or online program that tracks group 
members’ grades, the grade printout is 
easy to compile. For example, my school 
uses the computer systems Skyward 
and GradeSpeed, so I just follow the 
tutorial to generate reports of each group 
member’s weekly grade averages with all 
the assignments listed that contribute to 
those averages. Then, before the session, 
I print the grade printout for each group 
member, review it, circle the average 
for each class in red, and compare it 
with their group goal. I then stamp the 
grade printout if it shows that they have 
achieved their goal. Finally, I make a few 
notes in red on each group member’s 
grade printout to praise and point out 
areas in which they can improve. See 
the photo of a grade printout with my 
notations and stamp; the following 
page includes an example of a grade 
printout. If your school doesn’t have a 
computerized grade system, you can use 
the Weekly Grade Sheet provided.

Here are some tips for using the grade 
printout to make a goal and determine 
goal success:
»   If necessary, review with group members how to 

read and understand their grade average/assignment 
printout using an example grade printout.

»   Remind them that if they have the special stamp on 
their grade printout, they have achieved their goal.

»   Also remind them that you have written them notes about 
their grade in red pen.

The grade printout allows 
students to celebrate goal 

successes as well as identify 
subject areas in which they 

need to improve and the reasons 
why they are struggling in 

those subjects.Cop
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The Unstressables
Stress Management Group Counseling Guide
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The Unstressables 
Session One: Making Introductions and Breathing Backwards

Topic Overview
The group member will:

 » Make introductions with other group members

 » Identify the purpose of the group

 » Discuss group rules/norms

 » Apply a breathing technique as a calming strategy to manage stress

Materials
 » Reproducibles: Draw Your Stress Warmup, The Candy Intro Game, Breathing Backward

 » Different colored candies, crayons or markers, and pencils 

 » Your selected items from the Appendix 

Procedures
Reminder – These session procedures will take about 1 hour to complete, so feel free to shorten or 
lengthen the session according to your time constraints. For ideas on how to lengthen or shorten 
sessions, see the Recommendations for Starting a Counseling Group located at the beginning of this 
book. Of course, the more experienced you are with facilitating groups and with using this group 
curriculum, the more efficiently and quickly you will be able to guide group members through the 
procedures below.

1. Take attendance on the Group Notes sheet (included in Appendix). Provide some kind of warmup 
activity to prompt group members such as the Draw Your Stress Warmup included with this session; 
other members often trickle in slowly during the beginning of the first group session because it’s a 
new routine for them.

2. Ask group members what they think they will learn about in this group and guide them to the 
idea that the purpose of the group is to learn ways to feel better when they are worried, anxious, or 
stressed. Show the rules poster (included in Appendix), and have each group member read a rule 
aloud and share what he/she thinks the rule means. Remember to always remind group members 
that they can say “pass” if they do not want to read aloud.

3. Have group members introduce themselves by playing The Candy Intro Game. Hand out a few 
colored candies to each group member and go over the game directions listed in the game. Then 
have members play the game by stating their name, age, and information based on the colors of the 
candies they have. You should go first to model this for group members.
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4. Hand out the pretest (included in Appendix), and 
read aloud as group members fill in Yes/No for each 
statement. Collect and save these pretests until the last 
group session.

5. Tell the group that they will learn and practice their first 
Unstressables calming strategy that day, called Breathing 
Backward. It is fine and even preferable to have all the 
calming strategies with their directions posted in the 
group room at this time. Choose one group member to 
read the Breathing Backward directions aloud while you 
model following each of the directions for the group. 
Finally, have members practice the strategy with you.

6. Homework Activity: Hand out a copy of the Breathing 
Backward strategy steps (you can use the steps listed in 
the reproducible) to each group member so they can 
reference it to practice the strategy outside of group. 
Tell group members the following: “Practice Breathing 
Backward over the next week whenever you are feeling anxious or stressed. Pay attention to how well 
it works for you because we will each rate the strategy and how helpful it is to us (on a scale of 1 [not 
helpful] to 10 [super helpful]) in managing our stress.”

7. Complete the Group Evaluation (included in Appendix). To do this, read each evaluation statement 
aloud while group members hold up fingers to indicate whether they agree/disagree/feel “sort of” 
about each statement. Then tally group members’ responses in each Agree/Sort of/Disagree column 
on the Group Notes sheet (included in Appendix) for use in planning the next session.

Discussion Questions
 » What do you hope to learn or achieve from this group experience? 

 » How do you feel about the group rules? Do you think they are important? Why or why not?

 »  What do you like and/or dislike about the Breathing Backward strategy?

 » Does stress cause long term illnesses (IT DOES!) How do you think stress can hurt your body?

Supplemental Forms 
and Handouts for 
Session One 
(In Appendix in the digital files)
 » Parent/Guardian Permission 

Form

 » Group Notes Sheet

 » Group Evaluation

 » Pre/Posttests

 » Group Rules & Consequences

 » Group Pass Examples

 » Data Analysis

 » Additional Activities
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Draw Your Stress Warmup
A warmup puzzle or drawing is a great way to start the group session off on a positive note. You 
can find really good stress-themed puzzle worksheets for free all over the Internet, especially at 

Pinterest.com. I found a few really good stress worksheet activities  
at therapistaid.com. Here is one of my own to start you off.

When you are stressed or anxious, you feel one way. Then when your mood 
changes and you are feeling calm, you feel a different way. Draw a picture 

 below showing your stressed feeling and your calm feeling.

STRESS 
 Draw a picture  

in the box above.

CALM
Draw a picture  

in the box above.
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